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Abstract

Over the summers of 2001 and 2002, a 45 station, 500-km-long regional magnetotelluric (MT) profile was acquired on
central Baffin Island in the eastern Canadian arctic. This Central Baffin electromagnetic experiment (CBEX) profile traverses
the northern margin of the Paleoproterozoic Trans-Hudson Orogen (THO). In its southern segment, within the juvenile rocks
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of the orogen, the profile lies on Paleoproterozoic meta-sedimentary strata known as the Piling Group, and the profil
northwards onto the Archean Rae craton. The primary goal of the experiment was to determine the subsurface ge
major geological boundaries and to define regional electrical structures. Field observations and laboratory analyses
one particular horizon within the Piling Group, the sulphidic–graphitic Astarte River formation, is highly conductive and
mapped and used as structural proxy for the base of the Piling Group. The laboratory results imply that the source of the
conductivity in the Astarte River formation is the high content of interconnected graphite, and that the host rocks ar
anisotropic due to bedding. Mapping this formation in depth images the base of the Piling Group basin well. There is high
in electrical conductivity between the Piling Group meta-sedimentary rocks and the Archean granites and gneissic com
the Rae craton to the north. The lower crust of the Rae craton in this area is moderately conductive (some 100 s� m), in contrast
to Rae lower crust observed elsewhere in Canada, and this observation is not readily explained. The lithospheric man
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the profile exhibits a strong north-to-south gradient in decreasing resistivity, suggesting resistive Archean mantle (>3000� m)
subducted beneath moderately resistive Proterozoic mantle (300� m).
© 2004 Published by Elsevier B.V.
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1. Introduction

During the summers of 2001 and 2002, magne-
totelluric (MT) measurements were made on Baffin
Island in northern Canada as part of the Geological
Survey of Canada’s multi-disciplinary Central Baf-
fin project to study the northern margin of the north-
eastern segment of the Trans-Hudson Orogen (THO,
Corrigan et al., 2001; Scott et al., 2002, 2003). The
primary goal of this Central Baffin electromagnetic
experiment (CBEX) was to determine the subsur-

face geometry of major crustal and mantle bound-
aries, particularly between rocks of the Archean Rae
Craton to the north and Paleoproterozoic continen-
tal margin units, the Piling Group, to the south
(Jones et al., 2002b; Evans, 2003; Evans et al.,
2003). Within the Piling Group lies a black shale
and sulphide-facies iron-formation unit—the Astarte
River formation—and, given its likely high electri-
cal conductivity, this formation was a particular target
for electromagnetic imaging of crustal-scale structural
geometries.
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ig. 1. Tectonic cartoon of Eastern Canada based onHoffman (19
onductivity anomaly. Also shown are the locations of the Lithop
T profile (WC), and the location of the CBEX project area.
modified byEvans (2003). NACP: North American Central Plai
rans-Hudson Orogen Transect MT profile (THOT), the Western
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Fig. 2. The previously mapped extent of the NACP within the southern segment of the Trans-Hudson Orogen and the locations of previous MT
studies. The profiles and projects are: NOD, North Dakota project; S, south profile; M, middle profile; N, north profile; L, Lithoprobe profiles.

The northeastern segment of the THO is flanked to
the north by the reworked Rae Craton, and to the south
and southeast by the Superior and Nain Cratons, respec-
tively (Figs. 1 and 2). The southern segment of the THO
is host to one of the world longest conductors, known as
the North American Central Plains (NACP) conductor
(Figs. 1 and 2), which extends from South Dakota in
the United States, north through central Saskatchewan
and then east through northern Manitoba where it dis-
appears beneath Hudson Bay (seeJones, 1993, for a
historical review). Given the mapped northeastern seg-
ment of the THO onto Baffin Island (Fig. 1), another
objective of this project was to investigate whether the
NACP anomaly also extends into the Baffin segment.

2. Regional geology and tectonic setting

The Central Baffin project area (Fig. 3) straddles
the northern margin of the northeastern segment of the
ca. 1.8 Ga Trans-Hudson Orogen (Lewry and Coller-
son, 1990), a Himalayan-scale collisional mountain

belt that is exposed from Greenland in the east, across
Baffin Island and beneath Hudson Bay, to Manitoba
and Saskatchewan in the west. The southern segment
of the THO is well understood, especially where ex-
posed in northern Saskatchewan and northern Mani-
toba. Its internides are commonly referred to as the
Reindeer Zone, with the Hearne craton to the west and
the Superior craton to the east. In contrast, the north-
eastern segment is far less understood, and the geomet-
rical and tectonic relationships between these two seg-
ments is contentious (e.g.,Hoffman, 1990; Lewry and
Collerson, 1990), given the existence of the Paleozoic
Hudson Bay.Zhao et al. (2002), in their recent review,
follow Hoffman (1990)and refer to this orogen as the
Foxe Orogen, afterHenderson and Parrish (1992)who
themselves took the nomenclature fromJackson and
Taylor’s (1972)mapping of what they termed the Foxe
Fold Belt. However, there are multiple problems with
Hoffman’s (1990)interpretation of a limited, south-
ern extension of the THO. Principally, it was based
on interpreting the Archean Rae craton extending from
Melville peninsula southeastward towards northeastern
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Fig. 3. Geological map of the Central Baffin project area with MT station locations marked. White circles denote BBMT+LMT sites recorded
in 2001, and black stars denote BBMT sites recorded in 2002. Base and fly camps also shown.

Quebec and western Labrador (i.e., the hinterland of
the New Quebec and Torngat Orogens), an extension
which isolated the THO in the west from the Paleopro-
terozoic belts of Baffin Island in the east. This purported
extension was demonstrated not to exist bySt-Onge et

al. (2002a,b)in their mapping of the Ungava Peninsula
and southern Baffin Island.

Herein, we follow the interpretation of this oro-
gen ofLewry and Collerson (1990), and ascribe it to
the Trans-Hudson Orogen. This interpretation is more
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consistent with the thermo-metamorphic data that have
been acquired, principally since 1990, on Baffin Island
(D. Corrigan, pers. comm., 2003; M. St-Onge, pers.
comm., 2003).

The northern part of the project area is underlain
by various orthogneisses, metamorphosed sedimen-
tary and volcanic rocks of the Mary River Group,
and younger felsic plutonic rocks, all of Archean
age and ascribed to the Rae craton (Jackson, 1969;
Bethune and Scammell, 1997; Corrigan et al., 2001;
Scott et al., 2002, 2003). The central part of the area,
known as the Foxe Fold Belt (marked as Foxe Zone in
Fig. 1), includes highly remobilized Archean basement
and inboard miogeoclinal foredeep Paleoproterozoic
supracrustal rocks incorporating siliciclastic, carbona-
ceous, and mafic volcanic rocks of the Piling Group
(Morgan et al., 1975, 1976; Morgan, 1983; Henderson
et al., 1988, 1989; Henderson and Henderson, 1994;
St-Onge et al., 2001, 2002a,b). The southern segment
of the project area is dominated by a suite of felsic
plutonic rocks that ranges from rare tonalite, to gran-
odiorite, monzogranite, and monzogranite grading into
syenogranite and has been interpreted as the northern
margin of the Cumberland batholith (Jackson and Tay-
lor, 1972; Corrigan et al., 2001).

The Cumberland batholith, first mapped byJackson
and Taylor (1972), is a ca. 1.86–1.85 Ga (Scott, 1997)
plutonic intrusion that covers much of south-central
Baffin Island. The batholith is interpreted to have been
intruded during the 1.86–1.82 Ga interval when there
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the emplacement of the plutonic rocks (St-Onge et al.,
2003).

3. The North American Central Plains (NACP)
conductivity anomaly

The North American Central Plains (NACP) con-
ductivity anomaly was first discovered, completely
serendipitously, by Ian Gough and colleagues in the
mid-1960s from the anomalous response at one site
in western Nebraska in the corner of a magnetome-
ter array across the western United States (Reitzel et
al., 1970). The anomaly was further mapped in the
mid-West of the U.S. and into Canada in the late-
1960s and early 1970s byCamfield et al. (1970)and
Alabi et al. (1975). Camfield et al. (1970)initially sug-
gested that the high conductivity, and the linear form,
could be due to a graphitic schist body in the base-
ment, noting that high conductivities had been ob-
served in graphite bodies in western South Dakota
(Mathisrud and Sumner, 1967). In a later highly per-
ceptive but sadly little appreciated paper,Camfield and
Gough (1977)proposed that the NACP anomaly was
a marker that traced a Proterozoic plate boundary, of
1800 km length extent, lying beneath the thick sedi-
mentary strata of the Williston Basin and which sep-
arated the Superior from the Wyoming cratons. Their
suggestion ran counter to prevailing opinion at that time
(Peterman, 1979; and references inDutch, 1983), but
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xisted at least two distinct north-dipping subduc
ones at the southern end of the orogen (Thériault et
l., 2001).

From the centre of the Piling Group belt, m
ral assemblages in pelitic rocks progress south

oward the plutonic rocks from biotite–muscov
o biotite–muscovite–cordierite± andalusite, sillima
ite–K-feldspar± melt, and ultimately garnet–cor

erite–K-feldspar± melt. The volume of melt prese
n individual outcrops increases toward the pluto
ocks, from increasingly large pods through to dy
nd sills. In proximity to the batholith, accumulatio
f locally generated melt material can be mappe
lutons of distinctive white, garnetiferous monzogr

te. This regional thermal metamorphic zonation
nterpreted as the result of tectonic thickening lo
ng to relaxation of crustal isotherms during Tra
udson orogeny, in addition to heat advection thro
as been since proven correct primarily from basem
amples in drill core (Peterman, 1981; Van Schm
nd Bickford, 1981; Klasner and King, 1986; Si
nd Peterman, 1986). They reiterated their earlier i

erpretation that the NACP structure was likely du
raphitic sheets in highly metamorphosed and fo
asement rocks.

The northern extension and continuity of the NA
ithin the southern segment of the THO was confirm

hrough the 1980s using Geomagnetic Deep Soun
rofiles byHanda and Camfield (1984)andGupta e
l. (1985), and using MT by Pan Canadian (Jones an
avage, 1986), Maidens and Paulson (1988), Jones an
raven (1990), Rankin and Pascal (1990)andJones e
l. (1993). The NACP is hosted by meta-sediment
ocks, and it has been suggested byJones et al. (1993
hat the supracrustal rocks were deposited betwee
earne Archean hinterland and the first, in a geogra
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sense, of a series of Paleoproterozoic island arc ter-
ranes. Laboratory rock property studies byJones et al.
(1997)demonstrated that, where exposed in northern
Saskatchewan, the mechanism for enhanced conduc-
tivity of the NACP is interconnected sulphides (pyrite)
not graphite.

4. MT data acquisition and quality

In 2001, broadband (BBMT) and long period (LMT)
magnetotelluric data were recorded at 15 locations,
sites 001–015, approximately equi-spaced along a 300-
km-long northwest–southeast profile (Fig. 3, locations
marked by white circles). In 2002, BBMT measure-
ments at a further 30 locations, sites 201–220 and
301–310, were made, both infilling the 2001 stations
and also extending the profile 200 km northwards onto
the Archean Rae craton and outside of the Central Baf-
fin bedrock project area (Fig. 3, locations marked by
black stars). The survey line thus comprises 15 LMT
stations and 45 BBMT stations with a total profile
length of approximately 500 km. Fieldwork was ac-
complished in this isolated area using helicopters based
out of the main base camp and, in 2002, also out of a
fly camp (for the northern extension).

Fifteen GSC-designed LiMS systems acquired the
LMT data simultaneously with a digitizing interval of
5 s, giving responses at periods of 20–10,000 s probing
the mid-crust to upper mantle. The systems remained at
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(Ex, Ey, Hx andHy). The MTU systems recorded for a
period of 3 days (two nights) at each site. During the
2002 field campaign, the four systems were powered
using solar cells, with an RF filter in the power supply
circuit to reduce EM noise that could contaminate the
observations.

Data quality was generally good, due to lack of any
cultural EM noise and high signal levels, with over
100 active sunspots for both field campaigns. This re-
sulted in high quality response function estimates at
most sites. Typical examples are from sites 005 and
307 (Fig. 4).

One problem encountered on these surveys was very
high contact electrode resistance, especially at sites
with little surficial cover due the recent retreat of the
Barnes Ice Cap, one of the last remaining glaciers from
the Laurentide ice sheet which covered all of northern
North America and Greenland 16,000 years ago. Typi-
cally, in MT one strives to have resistance between the
electrodes below 10 k� to ensure good ground contact.
The worst site, 001 (Fig. 3), was situated in a boulder
field, where resistances were measured at greater than
2 M�. Such high contact resistances result in capac-
itive coupling with the ground becoming important,
with the consequence that the ground responds in a
manner characteristic of a low pass RC filter to the
electric signals. This can be seen in the data from sites
001 and 201 where there is a significant decrease in the
apparent resistivity and phase at period less than 0.1 s
(Fig. 4).
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wo-dimensional modelling. In severe cases of dis
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. Processing and analysis

The first step in processing raw MT data is sp
ral analysis of the time series data using approp
rocessing codes. Both the LMT and BBMT data w
rocessed with the Jones–Jödicke robust code (Jones
nd J̈odicke, 1984; method 6 inJones et al., 1989). The
emote reference technique (Gamble et al., 1979) was
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Fig. 4. Magnetotelluric response curves derived from data acquired at representative site baf005, baf307 and distorted sites baf201, baf003,
baf205 and baf001 (seeFig. 3for locations). Red curves are the responses for currents flowing perpendicular to the profile, and the blue profiles
are the responses for current flowing along the profile.
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Fig. 5. Single site strike angles calculated at decade wide bands between 1 and 10,000 s. Coloured blocks centred on the arrows show the phase
differences between the two orthogonal directions.
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employed to reduce the biasing effects of noise in the
data. In the case of the LMT data, given that all 15 sites
recorded simultaneously, multi-remote processing was
undertaken. In addition, the LMT data were analyzed
for potential non-uniform source field contamination
effects. The survey lies at high geomagnetic latitude,
77–80◦N corrected geomagnetic coordinates (CGM),
and is north of the auroral oval within the polar cap
where current flow is dominantly sheet-like and uni-
form from local magnetic midnight to local magnetic
midday. To ensure that the MT response estimates were
not adversely affected by non-uniform source field con-
tributions, the approach ofJones and Spratt (2002)was
applied. Apart from a few exceptions, the responses
were not affected by the choice of data, indicating that
either the source field effects were negligible, or that
the robust processing scheme successfully identified
and removed problem sections.

The MT data were analysed for galvanic distortions,
caused by small, near-surface inhomogeneities, and
to determine the appropriate strike direction for two-
dimensional (2-D) interpretation using theMcNeice
and Jones (2001)multi-site, multi-frequency galvanic
distortion decomposition code based on the approach
of Groom and Bailey (1989). Galvanic distortions ob-
served were related to local site conditions, not to any
particular geological horizon. Perversely, the most dis-
torted sites were the most picturesque; on terraces in
the deep river valleys especially where a second river
joined the main one. Single-site strike angles, and the
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that the data were not rotated into the interpretation ref-
erence frame, as this yields inferior estimates of the re-
gional 2-D MT impedance tensor estimates (Jones and
Groom, 1993; McNeice and Jones, 2001), but fit with a
model of galvanic distortion that includes rotation. The
difference between rotation and model fitting for high
quality data with little distortion is small, but for noisy
data suffering a high level of distortion the superiority
of fitting over rotation is evident, as shown in bothJones
and Groom (1993)and McNeice and Jones (2001).
After correction for Groom-Bailey’sanisotropyterm,
by coalescing the high frequency asymptotes of the
two modes, the regional 2-D responses were imported
into both WinGLink and Geotools modelling software
packages to derive 2-D resistivity models.

6. Laboratory analyses

In the summer of 2001, rock samples were taken
from the Astarte River formation for laboratory analy-
sis for electrical properties. Tri-axial electrical resistivi-
ties were measured at room temperatures and pressures
after immersion in pure H2O following the techniques
outlined inKatsube et al. (1996). Measurements were
made perpendicular (α) and parallel (β andγ) to the
bedding planes, as represented by foliations.

Results of the analyses are listed inTable 1from the
five samples. Samples BAF-1, -2 and -3 were visually
graphitic-rich, whereas samples BAF-A and -B were
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′ = Real electrical resistivity measured after 24 h satura
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Although there was a significantly high pyrite sulphide
content observed visually in samples BAF-A and -B,
it is disconnected in these surface samples, and con-
tributes little to the conductivity of the samples. The
graphite samples also show high anisotropy; electrical
conductivity is up to two orders of magnitude higher
parallel to bedding compared to perpendicular to bed-
ding. Such high anisotropy at the hand sample scale
was previously observed byKatsube et al. (1996)and
Jones et al. (1997)in rocks from the NACP in north-
ern Saskatchewan, but in that case it was due to pyrite
grains connected along strike but disconnected across
strike.

The analyses were undertaken at room temperatures
and pressures, and so can be considered appropriate
for the top 2–5 km of the crust, beyond which the pres-
sures will close microcracks (see, e.g.,Christensen and
Wepfer, 1989). At deeper depths, there is possibly inter-
connection of the sulphide grains. However, the model
of the responses does not show a marked significant in-
crease of conductivity with depth, thus, we tentatively
conclude that indeed the graphite is the primary con-
duction enhancement mechanism for the anomaly at all
depth levels.

7. Preliminary model

The effects of distortions due to the coast effect
were investigated by generic 2-D and 3-D model stud-
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sions were undertaken with other start models and other
inversion parameters chosen, and the same five basic
features discussed below always appeared. The final
model chosen has an overall RMS misfit of 7.71, with
the misfit approximately equal for TE and TM, and is
the result of the inversion of both the TE and TM modes
from a starting model of a half-space with a resistivity
of 100� m. The model mesh consisted of 123 vertical
columns and 46 horizontal rows. The inversion was run
using the following RLM2DI parameters:τ = 8, α = 3,
β = 1, and error floors of 10% forρ and 5% equivalent
for the phase.

Although the RMS misfit is high, visually the the-
oretical response of the final model fits most of the
observations well (Fig. 7); the majority of the misfits
occur at the longer periods in the phases (100–1000 s).
This inability to fit the observations over broad fre-
quency bandwidths of many decades is not an uncom-
mon occurrence when trying to model a profile with a
large number of stations, primarily due to the Earth not
being 2-D over the vast scale lengths sensed. Nonethe-
less, the smooth model procedure ensures low struc-
tural complexity, and it is likely that models obtained
from subsequent inversions will have improved fit but
will still possess the following large scale prominent
electrical features:

A conductive layer forms a composite synformal
basinal feature between sites 207 and 214 with a max-
imum depth of approximately 12–15 km. This struc-
ture outcrops at sites 010 and 214, where the graphite
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Fig. 6. (A) Final resistivity model obtained using both TE and TM modes and (B) cartoon interpretation.

and a total conductance of around 100 S. There ap-
pears to be some geometrical complexity within the
lower crust, such as beneath sites 218–014, but those
features require further verification. The model appears
to imply a continuity of lower crustal rocks from be-
neath the Rae craton to beneath the Piling group se-
quences. Such lower crustal conductors have been ob-
served pervasively around the world (Jones, 1992),
although such high values of total conductance have
been observed more predominantly in Phanerozoic re-
gions (Jones, 1992). The lower crust of the Rae craton
here is markedly different in its electrical properties

from lower crust observed in the other location on the
Rae craton where MT measurements have been made,
namely in the Western Churchill province of Canada
(Jones et al., 2002a); that MT profile is marked as WC
in Fig. 1. Although the cause of the enhanced conduc-
tivity of the lower continental crust is still contentious,
it is clear that different processes of formation and de-
formation must have occurred here compared to the
Western Churchill province.

To the south of site 205 (Fig. 3), there are
closely associated resistive and conductive bodies
possibly related to the southern plutonic rocks,
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Fig. 7. Pseudosections for both TE and TM modes with original data and data calculated from the model shown inFig. 6A.
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including the Cumberland batholith, and a sequence
of mafic–ultramafic intrusions. The lower crust here is
anomalously highly conductive, and requires explana-
tion.

There is a distinct north-to-south variation in the
resistivity of the upper mantle beneath the region,
with highly resistive mantle to the north (>3000� m)
and moderately conductive mantle to the south
(∼300� m). There is the suggestion of a southward
dip to the transition, similar to that observed at the Rae-
Hearne boundary to the west (Jones et al., 2002a).

8. Interpretation and conclusion

These preliminary observations give insight into the
geometry of the regional structures along the profile,
both within the crust and within the mantle lithosphere.
The Astarte River formation is of particular interest
as it is exposed over a large area and our laboratory
analysis implies that the dominant conducting phase
is interconnected graphite. The Astarte River forma-
tion is mapped between sites 207 and 010 and can be
used as proxy for the base of the Piling Group, as the
Piling Group formations that lie beneath the Astarte
River formation are at most 2 km thick (Scott et al.,
2002, 2003). To the north, a high conductivity contrast
between the Piling Group meta-sedimentary rocks and
the northern Archean Rae craton places the contact at
a
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We recognise and appreciate that our interpreta-
tion of our anomaly being related to the NACP sensu
stricto is, by its nature, tenuous and that there are
other processes for generating conductivity anomalies
within Paleoproterozoic orogens and other conductiv-
ity anomalies within the THO.Korja (1992), in his
review of electromagnetic studies on the Fennoscan-
dian shield, discusses various conductors and con-
cludes that several are due to graphite-bearing rock
layers within meta-sedimentary politic rocks whereas
others are caused by black schist layers. Similarly,
Boerner et al. (1996)also discuss mechanisms for the
generation of conductivity anomalies within Paleopro-
terozoic orogens in Canada, and suggest that many
are caused by euxinic-flysch foredeep successions of
graphitic–sulphidic shale sequences were graphitized
by metamorphism above 400◦C. Specifically for the
THO the Attapaspuskow Lake conductivity anomaly
(ALCA) of Ferguson et al. (1999), in the central part
of the internides of the southern segment of the THOT
profile (Fig. 1) in northern Saskatchewan, is also caused
by graphitic and sulphidic rocks within pelitic and
psammitic gneisses. The eastern margin of the THO
at the U.S./Canadian border exhibits a strong anomaly,
named the TOBE anomaly byJones and Craven (1990)
for its interpreted location in the Thompson Belt. How-
ever, notwithstanding these arguments, we consider
that the evidence is in favour of our interpretation.

Below sites 001–203, is a resistive body that is spa-
tially associated with the Cumberland Batholith. Be-
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pproximately site 010–214.
The Astarte River formation marks the founder

f the passive margin and the initiation of turbidite
osition, which can be equated with the formation,
ubsequent accretion, of arc terranes (M. St-Onge,
omm., 2003). Thus, the tectonic setting of the Ast
ormation is the same as that for the meta-sedimen
ocks within the La Ronge arc which host the NA
Jones et al., 1993, 1997). Geometrically, the NAC
n the southern segment of the THO is limited to
estern (in the Dakotas and Saskatchewan) or n
rn (in Manitoba) part of the internides, and on cen
affin Island the anomaly we have identified lies on
orthern margin of the internides. Given the simila

n both geometry and tectonic setting and environm
e therefore conclude that the conducting feature
ave mapped is, by inference, an extension of the N
nomaly.
eath, and to the north of, this resistive body is an u
rustal conductor. Sulphides associated with the B
ake formation (Stacey and Pattison, 2003) may be the
ource of the conducting phase within this body.
ontinuity of the structures observed suggest that t
ulphides penetrate deeply within the crust and lie
ow the Cumberland Batholith.

We do not have a ready tectonic/geological expl
ion for the lower crustal conducting layer beneath
ae craton in the northern part of the profile. Ca
ates for enhancing the conductivity of the lower c
ere reviewed byJones (1992), and basically are o

wo types; ionic conduction in fluids or electronic c
uction in metasediments. A fluid hypothesis wo
equire either implausible residence times or unlik
ontinuous recharge. Thus, we conclude that P
roterozoic orogenic processes resulted in empla
eta-sedimentary rocks deep into the crustal col
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for over 200 km laterally, but the appropriate tectonic
scenario model needs to be developed.

Finally, the mantle lithospheric geometry suggested
by the resistivity model is one of a south-dipping
structure, suggestive of southward-directed (present-
day coordinates) subduction, or possibly imbrication,
or northward-directed overthrusting during THO con-
vergence.
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